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HISTORIC DOCUMENTATION
BRIDGE L0561, Blanchette Bridge
Over the Missouri River, St. Charles and St. Louis Counties, Missouri

Location: West bound Interstate 70 Bridge over Missouri River
Construction Dates: 1956-58
Present Owner: Missouri Department of Transportation, Jefferson City, Missouri
Present Use: Highway Bridge; the existing superstructure is to be removed and replaced
Significance: The Blanchette Bridge is significant as an example of a major river crossing
in Missouri. When constructed it was the longest bridge yet constructed by the Missouri
State Highway Commission. The bridge provided badly needed traffic relief on the
congested St. Charles Bridge and opened the St. Charles County to residential and
industrial development.
Historian: Karen L. Daniels, Historic Preservation Section, Design Division, Missouri
Department of Transportation, October 2012.

Introduction
The Blanchette Bridge was constructed between 1956 and 1958 over the Missouri River
between St. Louis and St. Charles Counties. It is located just south of the community of
St. Charles, Missouri. The bridge was originally constructed as part of the Mark Twain
Expressway, a relocated U. S. Highway 40 planned in the early 1950s to relieve
congestion in St. Louis and provide the main east-west route across central Missouri.
When the Interstate Highway system was designated much of U. S. Highway 40 was
incorporated into Interstate 70, including the Blanchette Bridge.
The Blanchette Bridge is in need of major rehabilitation which may include significant
rehabilitation to or replacing of the approach spans and the main truss spans. The
Missouri Highway and Transportation Commission is going to let the project as a bid
alternative, and whichever alternative offers the most new useful life for the dollars
invested will likely be chosen for construction. Either option could have adverse effects
on the characteristics that make the Blanchette Bridge eligible for listing on the National
Register of Historic Places.1
History of Bridge L0561
The Plan for the Mark Twain Expressway
In 1949 the State Highway Department contracted with St. Louis City to study proposed
expressways and existing thoroughfares in St. Louis and make recommendations for
improvements (see Figure 1 for proposed locations). The studies progressed through 1950
and 1951. The final report was presented to the Missouri State Highway Commission
with recommendations for three expressways radiating from downtown St. Louis: the
Ozark Expressway (connecting with US 66), the Daniel Boone Expressway (connecting
with US 40) and the Mark Twain Expressway to the northwest, which would also connect
with US 40.2 The Mark Twain Expressway would originate in the downtown area and
progress northwesterly to the Missouri River, where it would cross on a new bridge to be
constructed, and would connect with Alternate U S 40 near St. Charles.3
The Mark Twain and Ozark Expressways were designed to ultimately be six-lane
facilities, although they could initially be constructed with four lanes west of St. Louis. It
was recommended that right-of-way be purchased for the ultimate design and that the
bridges and culverts be constructed with expansion in mind. The total estimated cost for
the system of express highways was $158,580,000.4
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The Mark Twain Expressway would “enter St. Louis County on a new bridge over the
Missouri River in the vicinity of St. Charles. This will be a dual pavement, limited access
highway. Construction is in progress in the western section of this project and studies of
the eastern section, including the new Missouri River Bridge, are being made by the State
Highway Department. The Mark Twain Expressway is intended to connect with this
project at the eastern end of the Missouri River Bridge.”5

Figure 1: Proposed Location of Expressways with bridge location circled.6

Three alternatives for the Mark Twain Expressway were studied (see Figure 2). The
recommended alternate was the least expensive and would provide access to as many
residents of St. Louis City and County as possible. Alternative A was dropped because
much of the area would be easily served by the Daniel Boone Expressway, because it was
longer and did not service Lambert Airport. Alternate B was less favorable for serving
mid-town and uptown areas of St. Louis.7
The estimated costs for the Mark Twain Expressway were:
Right of Way
Construction
Public Utility Relocations
Total
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$14,229,000
$34,141,000
$1,073,000
$49,443,0008

Figure 2: Alternatives Considered by Expressway Plan.9

In October 1950 the Chief Engineer reported his attendance at a meeting in Kansas City
discussing the possibility of constructing a toll road connecting St. Louis and Kansas
City. The meeting had been sponsored by the Citizen’s Regional Planning Council. The
Commission took no action as a result of the Engineers report.10
On June 8, 1951 Colonel Malcolm Elliott and Frank J. McDevitt from the Board of
Public Service in St. Louis appeared before the State Highway Commission to explain in
detail the report they were drafting on covering three expressway systems proposed for
the St. Louis metropolitan area.11 In November the State Highway Commission approved
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the expressway plan as a general guide for the development of an expressway system for
St. Louis and the surrounding area in Missouri.12
There was considerable controversy about the location of the Mark Twain Expressway
through north St. Louis city. The neighborhoods would be bisected by the highway and
local residents were concerned about the changes that the highway would have on them.
Following numerous public meetings the highway location was changed slightly through
the City of St. Louis, but not enough to influence the location of the Blanchette Bridge. 13
The St. Louis City Planning Commission approved a slight modification in the route at
their meeting on January 26, 1955. The St. Charles newspaper, The Daily CosmosMonitor, noted that “the Mark Twain Expressway will afford a rapid route from St. Louis
to St. Charles, as well as to Lambert Field, and will enhance this county as a residential
place for many persons who are employed in the metropolitan area.”14
Planning the New Bridge
In January 1953 Mayor Henry Vogt of St. Charles made public a letter from Rex
Whitton, Chief Engineer of the State Highway Department, in which Whitton says the
Department would keep in mind the needs of St. Charles, and that he had recently
experience the long backups coming over the St. Charles Bridge.15 Mayor Vogt reminded
Whitton that traffic was constantly increasing in volume, causing increasing congestion
as well. He encouraged Whitton to do everything in his power “toward the building of the
proposed new bridge south of St. Charles just as soon as humanly possible.”16
In April 1953 the State Highway Commission was informed that the present bridge
across the Missouri River at St. Charles, a two lane bridge, was insufficient to handle the
current traffic. Since new pavement was being constructed from Wentzville to near St.
Charles it was thought there would be an increase in traffic that the bridge would be
unable to handle. The Chief Engineer requested Commission approval to contract with
Consulting Engineering firms for the design of a new bridge across the Missouri River
12
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since it could not be done in a timely manner with current staff workloads. A new bridge
was included in the ten-year construction plan, but had not been designed yet. The
Commission authorized the Chief Engineer to contract for design services.17
Whitton told the St. Charles Chamber of Commerce that it would take eight to twelve
months to design the bridge; after which construction could begin if funds were found.
Right of way for the highway to connect to the bridge, between Cole Creek and the
bridge site, was scheduled for fiscal year 1954.18
In June 1953 there were plans to improve traffic flow on the old bridge. It was noted that
the average time to cross the bridge, coming toward St. Charles, was between 11 and 22
minutes after joining the traffic line.19
Also in June a new seven-mile long stretch of U. S. 40, extending east to highway 79,
was expected to open. Although authorization to design the new bridge had been given,
funding for construction was at least two to five years in the future. It is “one of the most
urgently needed structures in the state highway program,” reported the St. Charles
Weekly Banner-News. St. Charles City officials “contend the only way to uncork the
bottleneck traffic in St. Charles is by constructing a new bridge. The highway department
agrees but allocation of funds throughout the entire state to remedy similar situations
have made immediate consideration of the project impossible.”20
In June the State Highway Department started to conduct origin and destination surveys
in the county preparatory to drawing plans for the new highway. The results of the
surveys would help in determining where to provide the best connections for getting into
St. Charles.21
In July the Chief Engineer reported that he had contracted with Sverdrup & Parcel,
Incorporated of St. Louis to handle the necessary studies, design, estimates and reports
for the Mark Twain Expressway Bridge on U. S. Highway 40. Sverdrup & Parcel had
agreed to handle the preliminary work for a lump sum of $16,000.22
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Sverdrup & Parcel said that various types of bridges would be studied, including deck
girders and suspension spans. One uncertainty was the length of the bridge because of
low lands on the St. Louis side of the river.23
In November 1953 St. Louis County introduced their own element of uncertainty into the
planning for the bridge, when they approached St. Charles and the State Highway
Department about the possibility of building the new bridge as a toll bridge as a way to
speed construction. Luman Matthews, St. Louis County Supervisor, said the offer was a
way to “get the bridge built now when it is badly needed to relieve congestion on the
narrow St. Charles Bridge.”24 The State Highway Commission wanted to study the cost,
traffic counts and financing plans before approving of the plan.25
The St. Charles Chamber of Commerce Board of Directors decided to support the toll
plan because they believed it was a faster way of getting the bridge built than waiting for
the State Highway Commission to have funds to build it as a free bridge.26
Many in St. Charles were disappointed in the plan. They thought that a recent increase in
gasoline taxes would guarantee a free bridge, and they were concerned that a toll bridge
would not alleviate traffic congestion on the existing bridge since people would not want
to pay the tolls.27
Local elected officials and business leaders met to discuss the proposed toll bridge plan,
and decided that they did not have sufficient information about the plan and its
repercussions to make an informed decision. They arranged a meeting with the State
Highway Department to discuss the plan and the consequences of building a toll bridge.28
Four issues they wanted clarified included:
1. the eventual disposition of the existing span;
2. why the switch in State Highway Commission plans allowing for the construction
of a toll bridge;
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3. the amount of the toll and the length of time it would have to be collected; and
4. Could St. Charles County build the bridge instead of St. Louis County? 29
Mayor Vogt opposed a toll bridge saying, “it isn’t feasible to suppose the state would
construct a new by-pass 40 to the St. Charles limits, as is now being done, then draw up
bridge plans without having construction in mind for the immediate future.”30 An
editorial in one of the local newspapers agreed with the Mayor’s position, demanding an
explanation of the negations between St. Louis County and the State Highway
Commission on the toll issue.31
After receiving assurance that the existing bridge would not be abandoned, and would, in
fact remain part of the state highway system, St. Charles began to support the idea of a
toll bridge.32 In addition, it was explained that anticipated gasoline tax revenues were not
sufficient to pay for building the bridge, as previously anticipated. This was the reason
the State Highway Commission had entertained the idea of allowing St. Louis County to
construct the bridge as a toll bridge.33 In December 1953 the St. Louis County Court
entered into a contract with Sverdrup & Parcel to conduct a feasibility study for the
construction of the bridge as a toll bridge.34
In March 1954 the State Highway Department released a brochure based on a traffic
study done the previous year, on the traffic congestion on the existing St. Charles Bridge
and the need for a new bridge. The State Highway Department said there would be little
relief for the congestion issues on the bridge until a new bridge was built. The study had
been based on the premise of a free bridge, and showed that between 8,356-10,493 cars
would use the new bridge daily, of the 16,000 that were currently using the narrow, twolane bridge.35 The congestion was caused by a ninety-degree right turn that Highway 40
traffic had to make to merge with local traffic, the high number of through trips on
Highway 40, and the high number of St. Charles residents crossing the bridge to jobs in
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St. Louis County all needing to cross the bridge.36 The situation was described as “a
serious and disturbing traffic problem [that] exists in St. Charles at…the west approach to
the Missouri River Bridge.”37
In March Sverdrup & Parcel completed their plans and study of the proposed toll bridge.
They estimated the total cost of the structure at $13,500,000 with $8,500,000 for the
bridge itself and the rest for the St. Louis approach, interest on bonds while the bridge
was under construction, engineering fees, and other miscellaneous expenses. The plans
called for the completion of the bridge by the end of 1956 or early 1957. The tolls would
range between 25 cents for a passenger car to 50 cents for a truck, with a special
commuter rate of 10 cents.38
The report estimated that a new river bridge would be earning a full year of revenue in
1957. Estimated revenue would begin at about $550,000 a year and rise steadily to
$732,000 by 1970.39 It was recommended that revenue bonds be issued in the amount of
$10 million for a term approximately 2 years longer than necessary to free the bridge,
with another $500,000 in bonds issued for construction contingencies. A number of plans
were proposed that would free the bridge between 8 and 15 years after construction.40
In March 1954 a delegation from St. Louis County and Sverdrup & Parcel appeared
before the State Highway Commission to present the report on the proposed toll bridge.41
The three main spans would consist of continuous cantilever truss spans, 450-480. The
four main channel piers would be caisson piers founded on rock footings. The right bank
approaches would consist of 857-feet of deck truss and plate girder spans, the left bank
approaches would be approximately 1,877 feet of deck truss and plate girder spans. The
abutment to abutment length would be approximately 4,114 feet. The bridge would have
two 26-foot roadways separated by a four foot median strip and would have safety
walkways on each side.42
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Figure 3. A rendering of the proposed bridge from the Sverdrup & Parcel report. 43

On April 13, 1954 a delegation again appeared before the State Highway Commission to
urge a bridge be constructed as soon as possible. The delegation, composed of State
Senators Hartwell Crain, Gary Davidson and Charles Witte, was told the Commission
was considering a proposed toll bridge near St. Charles at the present time and thanked
the delegation for their interest in the matter.44
Included in Sverdrup & Parcel’s report was information that the existing St. Charles
Bridge was so congested that travelers were detouring to Weldon Springs to cross the
Missouri River there rather than use the existing bridge. This helped show the need for an
improved crossing for Highway 40.45
In May the supporters of a free bridge were heartened when Congress increased the
funding allowed to urban highways. Federal aid for Missouri was increased from $137.5
million for urban areas to $175 million for urban areas. Unidentified State Highway
Department officials told the St. Charles Weekly Cosmos-Monitor that the increased
federal funds meant that it might be possible to build a free bridge at St. Charles.46
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Figure 4. St. Charles and the existing bridge from the new bridge location. 47

On June 10, 1954 there was a public meeting on the proposed bridge, sponsored by the U.
S. Army Corp of Engineers about the proposed location of the bridge. Favorable remarks
were made about the bridge, and no dissenting comments were made about the bridge
location. State Highway Department Assistant Chief Engineer P. H. Daniels said the
Department had approved the location and design of the new span.48
At the June 15, 1954 meeting of the State Highway Commission the bridge issue was
discussed again. The Chief Engineer, Rex Whitton, informed the Commission that the
State Highway Department had been studying the issue of a new bridge south of St.
Charles for several months and had recommendations for the Commission. He noted that
more than 16,000 vehicles a day were using the existing two-lane bridge at St. Charles,
and that a considerable amount of congestion and traffic delay was being experienced
there. He also noted that Missouri would be receiving additional Federal money for
interstate highway roads and bridges beginning July 1, 1954. He recommended that the
Commission authorize the construction of the new bridge as a free bridge, and that it be
started as soon as plans could be completed. Right of way acquisition should begin as
soon as the new Federal monies were available. The Commission unanimously approved
the action.49
47
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Figure 5. The Mayor of St. Charles responds to news of the construction of a free bridge.50

The St. Charles Weekly Cosmos-Monitor had an eight column headline on page two of
the newspaper “FREE BRIDGE HAILED BY ST. CHARLES GROUPS.” City and
county leaders hailed the news and citizens were described as “elated” over the news that
the State Highway Commission would build the bridge as a free bridge. Contracts were to
be let by January 1, 1955 and construction was to begin in early spring.51
The Construction of Bridge L0561
In January 1953 soundings were already being made as a preliminary step toward
locating the probable position of bridge piers.52
In July 1954 the State Highway Department announced that they were accepting bids for
foundation boring to determine pier depths. The bids were to be received by August 6,
1954.53
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In January 1955 the State Highway Department was accepting bids for the construction
of eight piers in the Missouri River. As reported by the St. Charles Daily CosmosMonitor the project included piers 11 at the water’s edge on the west bank through pier
18 at the east bank. The piers would require 30,533 cubic yards of concrete and
1,278,360 pounds of reinforcing steel. The paper reported that the bridge, at 1,072 feet,
would be the longest constructed by the Missouri State Highway Commission to date,
and was estimated to cost $8,500,000 and be complete in three years.54
On January 28, 1955 the Missouri State Highway Department received bids for the
construction of the eight river piers of the bridge (project 891(4)). The State Highway
Commission authorized the award of the contract to the Kansas City Bridge Company,
pending approval of the right of way by the Bureau of Public Roads. Kansas City Bridge
Company bid was $2,222,202.25.55
By March the Kansas City Bridge Company had applied to the Corp of Engineers for
approval to build a “temporary material dock, three temporary breakwater fenders, and
other temporary facilities incident to the construction of the eight main piers for the
proposed highway bridge across the Missouri River near St. Charles.”56 The dock would
be on the left (west) bank of the river 150 feet downstream from the centerline of the
bridge and extend 200 feet riverward from the mainline tracks of the Missouri, Kansas
and Texas Railroad. The breakwaters for piers 15, 16 and 17 would consist of sheet steel
piling “in an “A” shape position with the vertex of the “A” upstream along the centerline
of the pier.”57 Six sets of caisson guide piles would be erected for piers 12, 13 and 14 and
five sets for piers 15, 16, and 17. A steel sheet cofferdam would be used for pier 11.58
In early April workmen started to arrive on the job site and were erecting the project
office and other structures. Barges and equipment were on their way down the Missouri
River from the Kansas City Bridge Company office and work would begin as soon as
they arrived. It was anticipated that construction of the piers would take about 15 months
and that the entire structure would be completed in late summer 1957.59
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By late July low water in the Missouri River was hampering construction efforts because
the company was having a difficult time floating equipment and materials to the pier
locations. Concrete arrived at the site in four trucks, each with a five cubic yard capacity,
and was transferred to three barges, each with a seven cubic yard capacity. Normally the
barges were kept busy moving between the dock and the pier locations. With the low
water, the base of the pier nearest St. Charles was visible above the water line.60
Each pier had three 8-foot holes through which sand was pumped out as they were
lowered to solid rock. Pier bases would range from 36 to 57 feet deep and would extend
eight feet above the normal water line.61
The project had 65 men employed working on the bases, but it was anticipated that the
number would increase to 150 when settling the bases began. The bases and ice breakers
to protect the piers were expected to be completed by the end of the year.62
One local newspaper updated readers on bridge construction with an article titled “Mad?
Frustrated? Tired of Fighting Your Way Over Bridge? Hang On.” The article then
proceeded to tell of the constant arrival of cement trucks to load barges carrying materials
to the river piers. The article stated that over 4,000 cubic yards of concrete had already
been poured, with much more to be done. The bridge “is expected to open new vistas of
growth and commerce” for St. Charles city and county.”63
In August 1955 the State Highway Department announced it would accept bids for the
second phase of bridge construction (project IN-891(5)). The second phase consisted of
four jobs: a—substructure for the west approach span from abutment 1 to pier 10; b—
substructure for the east approach span from pier 19 to abutment 24; c—all structural
steel in the plate girder and I-beam approach spans; and d—all truss steel in spans 15, 16,
and 17 of the bridge. It was also announced that bids would be taken later for laying the
concrete floor and for installing the aluminum handrail as well as sandblasting and
painting the bridge.64
In September the local newspaper reported on a local shortage of cement in the St.
Charles area. The bridge piers were exempt from the shortage because they used a finer
type of cement and the entire production had been contracted for to ensure the bridge was
60
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a priority. The bridge company assured readers the shortage would “not slow work on the
new Missouri River bridge piers.”65
While bridge construction was moving forward, so were plans for the road to connect the
bridge to U. S. Highway 40. In September 1955 right of way plans had been finalized and
State Highway Department men were beginning to acquire property between Cole’s
Creek and the new bridge. The road would be ready about the time the bridge was
scheduled to be completed.66
The contract for the approach and main span jobs was let on October 28, 1955 and was
approved by the Missouri State Highway Commission on November 7, 1955. The Stupp
Brothers Bridge and Iron Company of St. Louis was awarded the steel work for the
superstructure of the approach spans and the main span. The substructure of the west
approach span was awarded to the Fruin-Colnon Construction Company of St. Louis, and
the substructure of the east approach span was awarded to the Mary Construction
Company of Cape Girardeau.67
The Daily Cosmos-Monitor reported on the awarding of these contracts on November 11,
stating that the bridge was expected to be complete the end of 1956. Ralph A. Day from
the St. Louis district of the State Highway Department was identified as the project
director and J. J. Krebs as the resident engineer.68
A two-week work stoppage occurred in November due to a disagreement between the
carpenters union and the ironworkers union over who should be responsible for “setting
plugs and shafting for the piers.” The work was assigned to the ironworkers but the
carpenters felt that it should have been assigned to them. It was a new type of work for
both groups, which lead to the disagreement. On November 28 a truce was declared and
both groups returned to work with the understanding that the issue would be worked out
while they were working. Management feared that the issue would arise again on the next
pier.69
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At the end of November it was reported that work was “fairly close to schedule” and was
expected to be concluded by June or July.70 Shafting for pier 4 was complete and shafting
for pier 3 yet to be installed.71
In December 1955 the Missouri River was again low and causing problems for the pier
construction. The river stage was at 6.6 feet and needed to be at 10 feet before the barges
could haul cement to the mid-river piers. Freezing weather did allow for the construction
of a roadway on a sandbar in the river, which provided access to five of the eight piers.
Trucks hauled cement directly from the plant to the pier location over the sandbar.72
Also in December the contractors for the approaches had begun to move equipment into
the area and started the preparatory work for the approaches.73

Figure 6. The pier bases in April 1956.74
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In August 1956 the contract for the construction of the connecting highway was awarded.
Cameron, Joyce and Company of Keokuk, Iowa was awarded the contract and began
moving earth mid-month. The roadway was to be complete about the time the bridge was
open.75

Figure 7. The bridge piers in September 1956.76

Erection of the steel on the bridge started in October 1956. Steel for the river spans was
shipped from Pittsburg by barge. The Beasley Construction Company of Oklahoma had
the job of erecting the steel on the river span while the Kansas City Bridge Company
erected the steel on both approach spans. Steel work had been delayed by two weeks due
to a strike at the steel plants in Pittsburg.77 Two barges of steel that arrived in October
kept crews busy for three weeks.78
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Figure 8. The bridge in November 1956 with the steel beginning to be erected. 79

In the winter of 1956-1957 low water levels again affected bridge construction. This time
barges with steel shipments were unable to get to the bridge site. Only two of seven steel
shipments had been received before river levels fell, the remaining five shipments were
held in Pittsburg until spring 1957 when river levels would rise. The Kansas City Bridge
Company did not expect movement of steel until March 1957, which meant that the
bridge would not be completed until the spring of 1958. 80
The Beasley Construction Company, which was building the main river trusses, was not
affected by the low water since their steel was coming from Granite City, Illinois, and
could be shipped by rail.81
In February 1957 The Daily Cosmos-Monitor assured readers that work on the bridge
would be resuming in March when the Corp of Engineers started releasing river water at
upstream dams and the navigation season opened on March 15. The Beasley Construction
Company was reported as having received 25 carloads of “huge steel pontoons” to be
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used when the truss spans were erected. The steel strike of 1956 and the river delay had
pushed back completion of the bridge by at least one year.82
Also in February the contract for paving the bridge was let. The low bidder was the
Maxwell Bridge Company of Columbus, Kansas who bid $1,062,240.35 to pour the
Portland concrete cement deck on the bridge.83
By mid-March the river levels still had not risen enough to allow barge traffic on the
Missouri River, and it was estimated that it would be at least the end of April before there
was sufficient depth for the barges to navigate to the bridge site.84
In early May work on the bridge had resumed and was going “at an accelerated pace.”85
At the same time, concrete work on the new highway, which had been stopped over the
winter due to below freezing temperatures, was also being resumed.86
In late May high water levels played havoc with the bridge site, pulling a derrick away
from its moorings and loosing several barges. They were quickly recovered and towed
back to the bridge site, and no serious damage was done.87
By late June the bridge construction was back on its revised schedule. The Pittsburg steel
arrived with the last of the materials for the approaches. The main channel superstructure
was on schedule to be completed by the end of September. Pouring concrete on the St.
Charles approach was expected to begin before the month was over.88
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Figure 9: The St. Charles Bridge under construction in July 1957.89

In July 1957 the State Highway Department employee newsletter, the Highway News,
included a photograph of the bridge under construction. The information accompanying
the photograph indicated that the erection of the steel was about 85% complete, laying
the floor and attaching the handrail had just started, and that painting had yet to begin.
The Fifth Street interchange in St. Charles had begun, but could not be completed until
steel arrived, and work was just beginning on paving between the bridge and Lindberg
Boulevard on the St. Louis side. Paving had been delayed because of excessive rain. 90
In October 1957 the American Association of State Highway Officials announced the
new route markings for the National Defense Highway System. As designated, Missouri
had 1,095.5 miles along six routes. Interstate 70 “extends between St. Louis and Kansas
City, generally following the route of present U. S. Route 40.”91
By early December 1957 most of the new Highway 40 had been completed, with
finishing touches being put on the three overpasses constructed for the highway. The City
of St. Charles asked the State Highway Department to route highway traffic over Route
89
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94 to the bridge to reduce traffic congestion within the city. State officials decided to
keep the new highway closed east of Route 94, expressing concern that motorists would
wind up on the bridge approaches instead of using the Fifth Street interchange.92
Cold weather stopped concrete work on the bridge during the winter of 1957-1958. On
April 1, 1958 the Maxwell Construction Company resumed pouring the concrete floor for
the bridge. The Daily Cosmos-Monitor noted that most of the form work had been
completed before work had stopped and that some reinforcing steel installation still
needed to be installed. Painters had been working through the winter. Pouring the
concrete for the St. Louis approach road was expected to begin in May.93
On April 21, 1958 the first fatalities associated with the bridge construction occurred
when scaffolding being used by painters broke in high winds and four painters were
dropped 70 feet into the Missouri River. The men were working just west of the
superstructure. Chester Gregory and John Norton of St. Louis were both killed. Gregory
went down immediately, but Norton managed to come to the surface several times before
disappearing from view.94 It was believed that Gregory may have been injured before he
hit the water since he sank immediately.95 Gregory’s body would not be recovered from
the river until May 4, when it was found near the Wabash Railroad Bridge, two miles
downstream.96
Two other men, Martin Nail and Roland Gagnon of St. Louis, also fell into the river
during the accident; they were pulled from the river, where they had been holding onto a
piece of the scaffolding that had fallen in. After being treated for injuries at St. Joseph’s
Hospital both were released. J. W. Schnieder of Augusta and William Mowry of East
Alton, Illinois, had also been working on the scaffold, but managed to hang on and avoid
getting dropped into the river.97
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In late April it was announced that the dedication of the bridge would be delayed into
August. Heavy rains had slowed work on the road connections in St. Louis County. The
pouring of the bridge deck was expected to be completed the last week in April and
painting and installing railings on the approach spans remained to be completed.98
Dedication ceremonies were being planned by the Special Events Committee of the
Chamber of Commerce. A twilight ceremony was being planned.99
In May 1958 the St. Charles County Court announced they were seeking ideas for a name
for the bridge and the new access road that had been constructed.100 A major controversy
ensued. Names that had been suggested early in the process included the Blanchette
Bridge, in honor of Louis Blanchette the founder of St. Charles, and the McNair Bridge
in honor of Alexander McNair, the first Governor of Missouri following statehood.
McNair had served as Governor while the capitol was in St. Charles.101
The St. Charles County Court decided to call the new bridge the McNair Bridge after
Alexander McNair. Other names they had considered included Truman (after the former
President), Blanchette, Pershing (in honor of the General and Missouri native), Miss St.
Charles Trailblazer, and Jean Baptiste Point du Sable Bridge, for the founder of Chicago,
who was buried in St. Charles. The vote had been 2-0 with the two republican judges
voting for McNair and the democratic judge abstaining.102
Supporters of the Truman Bridge name fought the County Court and circulated petitions
showing support for the name. It was speculated that the supporters hoped that President
Truman would attend the dedication ceremonies if the bridge was named to honor him.
The controversy swirled in the local newspapers through the end of May and well into
June.103 In addition to the petition drive, several letters were sent to the Governor’s office
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and the State Highway Department supporting the Truman Bridge name.104 Early in the
fracas the St. Charles County Historical Society had proposed a compromise name: the
Benjamin Emmons Bridge, named for one of the members of the committee that drafted
Missouri’s statehood charter.105
Another group of citizens had noted in a letter to the editor that the naming controversy
was turning into a political football and suggested that the bridge name be kept out of
politics since everyone paid for the new bridge regardless of political affiliation. They
suggested that since many bridges in the area were named after pioneers that bridge be
named after Louis Blanchette or Mother Duchesne.106
The State Highway Commission position on the naming controversy was to reiterate a
long standing policy that naming resources on the state system was prohibited. In a letter
to Clarence A. Goellner, Junior, who had forwarded additional petitions supporting the
Truman Bridge name, Chief Engineer Rex Whitton stated that the policy reduced
confusion for motorists who only had to follow one route number and saved printing
costs for state highway maps.107 Portions of the letter were printed in the local
newspapers and the controversy died.108
While the naming controversy swirled, plans for the bridge dedication continued. The
committee invited Governor Blair to be the keynote speaker and to cut the ribbon opening
the bridge. Dignitaries would dine at Wepprich’s Wine Garden before the ceremony and
the St. Charles Municipal band would give a thirty minute concert before the program
began.109
Governor Blair was unable to accept their invitation, and U. S. Representative Clarence
Cannon accepted the invitation to give the address and cut the ribbon. A car containing
the dignitaries would be the first to cross the bridge. Representatives of all the
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surrounding communities were invited as well as State Highway Commission officials,
and representatives of the various companies that had constructed the bridge. After the
buffet diner the dignitaries would be taken to the bridge site in cars loaned by various St.
Charles auto dealers for the occasion. The route the dedication parade would take would
be across the bridge and the new highway to St. Charles Rock Road then along the old U.
S. 40 alignment to the old St. Charles Bridge.110
Even as the dedication drew nearer, the bridge wasn’t completed yet. The painting was
still going on and not all the rails had been installed yet. In July guards had to be hired to
keep sightseers off the bridge since they had “practically overrun” the bridge and there
was a considerable amount of theft of building materials taking place.111
The day before the dedication it was announced that the bridge would not be open for
traffic until about three weeks after the dedication. The shoulders on the St. Louis
highway had not been completed yet, and the contractors needed the concrete lanes to
haul materials for the construction. The State Highway Department decided not to allow
traffic on the road until the shoulders were complete. The planned caravan that was part
of the dedication ceremonies would be allowed to cross.112
The bridge was dedicated on Saturday, August 16, 1958. U. S. Representative Clarence
Cannon described the bridge as a “poem stretched across the river, a symphony in metal
and stone—the mystical union of strength and beauty.”113 After the ribbon cutting a
delegation of state, county and local officials crossed the bridge from St. Charles to St.
Louis.114 A crowd estimated at 1500 was in attendance. Approximately 200 vehicles
were allowed to join the caravan of dignitaries across the new bridge. The line of cars
extended almost three miles.115
In late August it was reported that the bridge would be open for the Labor Day
weekend.116 The State Highway Department reported that the new bridge would be open
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“the instant work on the St. Louis road is completed.”117 On August 29 it was announced
that the bridge would open at three that afternoon. Since the dedication ceremony the
crews had been working overtime to get the road complete so the bridge could be open.
The Daily Cosmos-Monitor waxed that “the bridge is the finest ever in Missouri and has
been termed the gateway to the west, with attention focused on St. Charles as a growing
residential area.”118
Cannon’s speech also reflected the hope of St. Charles for growth that the bridge would
bring. He said that world note and commerce was sure to come over the bridge.119

Figure 10. Bridge dedication on August 16, 1958.120
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Figure 11. Representative Clarence Cannon cuts the ribbon ceremonially opening the bridge. 121

One west bound lane of the bridge would be closed for about five weeks while painting
was completed on the underside of the bridge. R. A. Currie, the District Engineer for the
St. Louis District, said some final work remained to be done on the St. Louis County side
and on the traffic interchange in St. Charles County.122
Once the bridge opened a change in the traffic pattern in St. Charles was almost instantly
noted, and traffic congestion in the city relieved.123 A week after the opening traffic
counts showed that more people were using the old bridge than the new bridge, but it had
removed enough traffic from the old bridge to greatly relieve congestion.124 By midSeptember the bridge was carrying even greater amounts of traffic.125
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Figure 12. The Blanchette Bridge completed, October 1958.126

The Effects of Building the Bridge
It was commonly felt in St. Charles that congestion on the old bridge was slowing growth
of the city and county. Local leaders looked forward to the completion of the Mark Twain
Expressway because it would “afford a rapid route from St. Louis to St. Charles, as well
as Lambert Field, and will enhance this county as a residential place for many persons
who are employed in the metropolitan area.”127
By late October 1955 new commercial development was being planned for the new
highway 40 corridor. A twenty acre tract had been purchased at Droste Road with a
$1,500,000 shopping center expected to begin construction in 1956.128
In April 1957 The Daily Cosmos-Monitor told readers “relief is in sight for St. Charles.”
The opening of the new bridge would provide great relief from traffic congestion as
through traffic was removed from the local traffic pattern.129
In the May 1957 another new commercial development was announced for the highway
40 corridor, this time near the intersection with Route 94, under construction. This
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development would involve a three acre parcel and could house as many as twenty
businesses.130
In July 1957 The Daily Cosmos-Monitor predicted an industrial and residential boom
when the new bridge was completed. Rapid residential growth south of the city near the
country club, on the 157 acre Droste Farm and in Borromeo Hills areas was predicted as
well as industrial growth near the Wabash Railroad tracks. The paper reported
construction men as saying “the development of freeways bring residential and industrial
development and completely change the once quiet farmlands in populated residential
areas.” He was further reported as saying “five years after a bridge and highway, such as
being constructed here, changes the area so much that it is no longer recognizable.”131
The St. Louis Chamber of Commerce listed “6,000 acres of St. Charles County as
suitable for industrial development, but too far away from downtown, until the new
bridge is complete.” The Chrysler Plant, which located in Valley Park, reportedly looked
at sites in St. Charles County and turned them down because of bad roads. “When the
bridge is completed and opened sometime next year and potential here will increase.
Predictions are St. Charles will be the site of several new big industries here within the
next few years.”132
The December 31, 1957 edition of The Daily Cosmos-Monitor ran a picture of the bridge
with the title “Gateway to St. Charles” and the caption “the bridge is expected to offer
opportunities for St. Charles and county. Interest in this county as a residential area has
been shown since the start of the bridge and highway.”133
Rapid growth had already been occurring in St. Charles. By the end of 1957 the
population of the county was already at an estimated 40,000, up 34% from the 1950
census. The opening of the highway “is expected to cause a boom in residential
construction.”134
As the dedication and opening of the bridge approached there was increasing evidence of
the boom that would come. Real estate interest had accelerated and “countless people
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have inquired about renting and building houses” in the city. Several choice properties
had already been sold or were in the process of being sold.135
After the bridge opened developers began “telling prospective purchasers in St. Louis of
the ease to get in and out of St. Charles since the new bridge is open.”136
Census figures show extremely rapid growth in St. Charles City and County during the
1950s, 60s and 70s. The photorevised topographic map below graphically shows St.
Charles city growth between 1954 and 1968.

Blanchette Bridge

Figure 13. Topographic Map of St. Charles, 1954 (red), photorevised 1968, shows community growth
(in purple).137

Table 1 below shows population for Missouri, St. Charles County, and the City of St.
Charles for the census years between 1940 and 1990. Compared to growth for Missouri
overall, which did not top 10%, St. Charles County population grew by over 43%
between 1950 and 1960, and between 1960 and 1970. Housing construction was also
strong in the 1950s, 60s and 70s, adding over 40% each decade to the existing housing
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stock. For the City of St. Charles, a more accurate reflection of growth caused by the
construction of the Blanchette Bridge, the numbers were not quite as high, but were still
well above the Missouri average. St. Charles grew at rates exceeding 30% for the decades
of the 1950s and 60s, and housing growth added over 34% to the existing housing stock.
Table 1. Population and Housing Growth 1940-1990

Population
Missouri
1940138
1950139
1960140
1970141
1980
1990

3,784,564
3,954,653
4,319,813
4,677,623
4,916,766
5,117,073

%
±

4.3
8.5
8.1
4.9
3.9

St.
Charles
County
25,562
29,834
52,970
92,954
144,107
212,907

%±

14.3
43.6
43.0
14.7
32.3

Housing Units
St.
Charles
City
10,803
14,314
21,189
31,834
37,379
54,555

%±

24.5
32.4
33.4
14.8
31.5

St.
Charles
County
7,154
9,223
16,501
28,119
50,028
79,113

%±

22.4
44.1
41.3
43.7
36.7

St.
Charles
City
3,041
4,332
6,624
10,123
14,344
23,246

%±

29.8
34.6
34.5
29.4
38.3

The growth anticipated by the construction of the bridge and the freeing of traffic
congestion that it brought, did bring the growth that community leaders and developers
anticipated.
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Construction Contractors
Sverdrup & Parcel, Inc.—Designers
The firm of Sverdrup & Parcel was formally founded on April 1, 1928 by Leif J. “Jack”
Sverdrup and John Ira Parcel. The first commission for the company was the design and
construction of the Missouri River crossing at Herman Missouri.142 Sverdrup had been
the Bridge Engineer for the Missouri State Highway Department for several years before
he left to form the company and Parcel was a professor of engineering at the University
of Minnesota, where he had taught Sverdrup.143 Sverdrup decided to headquarter the
company in St. Louis because it was close to the three major American rivers, was home
to several railroads, and because it had no other bridge engineering firm located there.144
In 1952 Sverdrup & Parcel were awarded the contract to design virtually all of the Mark
Twain Expressway in St. Louis. By December of the year the survey and block plan
layout was completed.145
After experiencing rapid growth since the end of the Second World War, the company
did not grow much in 1953.146 In 1954 and 1955 the federal highway program was fully
funded and Sverdrup & Parcel had projects including the extension of the Red Feather
Expressway (later U. S. 40), a four-lane road system in St. Charles County and many
more projects throughout Missouri.147
The Sverdrup & Parcel Bridge section was to design a “great span” to carry the Mark
Twain Expressway over the Missouri River to St. Charles. In 1975 they designed the
companion structure.148
Kansas City Bridge Company—Main Channel Piers
The Kansas City Bridge Company had been formed in 1893 by Paul H. Everhard,
Edward B. Watts, Reuben D. Swainn, and Frank N. Chick of Kansas City, Missouri and
William W. Miller of Osage City, Kansas. They incorporated as the “Kansas City Bridge
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Company” with the purpose to “work in wood and iron, to design, build and sell railway
and highway bridges and all kinds of structural work.”149
Joseph W. Hoover was the first president of the Kansas City Bridge Company, and
served in that position from 1893 until before 1912. By 1912 Alexander Mainland, Junior
had become the president of the Kansas City Bridge Company.150
The Kansas City Bridge Company constructed a number of iron bridges around Missouri
and the Middle West in the early twentieth century. The bridges constructed included
small stream crossings and large structures over the Missouri River.151
The company was originally chartered to exist for 50 years but this article of the
incorporation was amended in 1933, along with the purpose of the business.152 The
business expanded to provide general engineering and contracting work for buildings,
roads and highways, bridges and bridge piers, manufacturing plants, mines and mine
shafts, drainage and irrigation systems, and railroads and railway structures. This
amendment also made the company a perpetual entity, removing the 50 year life span of
the original charter.153
In 1953 the company charter was amended again, the revised articles of incorporation
restated the general business practices that the company had been involved with to date.
The common stock of the company was also reallocated to recapitalize the company.154
In 2000 the Kansas City Bridge Company was dissolved by an act of the shareholders.155
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Stupp Brothers Bridge & Iron Company—Main Span Sub-Structure and Superstructure
The Stupp Brothers Bridge and Iron Company was formed in December 1890 by George,
Peter and Julius Stupp. These three brothers were the sons of John Stupp, who, in 1856,
had formed the South St. Louis Iron Works. Stupp manufactured steel and ornamental
iron products, fences, gates and building fronts. During the 1880s, George, Peter and
Julius Stupp joined the family business, which began to design, fabricate and construct
bridges.156
The Stupp Brothers Bridge and Iron Company formed with the purpose of “building,
constructing and repairing iron and steel bridges, and manufacturing, constructing and
repairing all kinds of iron and steel structural work.”157 The three brothers were equal
partners in the company which was based in St. Louis and was incorporated for a term of
fifty years.158 In 1939 the company amended their articles of incorporation to have a
perpetual existence.159
Stupp Brothers Bridge and Iron Company built many bridges for the State Highway
Department including several in the Lake of the Ozarks region: Grand Glaize Bridge on
Route 54 and the Niangua Branch Bridge and the Hurricane Deck Bridge on Highway 5.
Missouri River crossings included the Washington Bridge, the Jefferson City Bridge and
the Blanchette Bridge. They were also responsible for numerous other crossings
throughout Missouri.160
Stupp Brothers Bridge and Iron continues in business as the Stupp Bridge Company
division of Stupp Bros., Incorporated.161
Fruin-Colnon Contracting Company—West Approach Spans
The Fruin-Colnon Contracting Company had its start in Fruin & Company General
Contractors, which was formed in 1872 by Jeremiah Fruin. The St. Louis based company
included the construction of roads, sewers, streetcar lines and rail lines among its
activities and before the end of the century was working on projects on the East coast. In
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1892, Redmond Colnon joined the company. Colnon had received a degree in Civil
Engineering from Cornell University. In 1895 Colnon married Katherine Fruin, the
daughter of Jeremiah Fruin.162
The Fruin-Colnon Contracting Company was formed on June 1, 1908 by Jeremiah Fruin,
Redmond Colnon and Katharine Colnon. The Company originally had 450 shares of
capital stock with a par value of $100 a share. Each of the three original subscribers had
150 shares of the stock. The company was originally chartered for 50 years, with the
purpose of carrying “on a general contracting business and to contract for the erection
and wrecking of buildings, bridges, railways, roadways, and to buy and sell building
materials and fixtures.”163
In 1940 the Company expanded their business purposes and included examples of the
types of contracting work they would conduct “consulting on any private or public
construction projects or improvement of all kinds, classes and types, including caissons,
buildings, substructures and superstructures, soil or other testing, investigations,
solidifications, bridges, railways, roadways, airports, streets, alleys, excavation,
sidewalks, subways, sewers, water works, power plants, industrial plants, pipe work,
hauling, dredging, waterways, towing, hydraulic or marine construction and operations,
of all kinds in any part of the United States.”164
In 1950 the Company changed its charter to be a perpetual company instead of expiring
in 1958.165 In 1952 the Company expanded its ability to issue common stock and raise
money. It went from being able to issue 2,000 shares of common stock with $100 par
value to being able to issue 10,000 shares of common stock with $100 par value.166
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In 1969 the Company changed names to the Fruin-Colnon Corporation.167 In 1984 the
Corporation merged with U. S. Enviro-Con, Incorporated and formed Fru-Con
Corporation.168 The company continues under that name.169
Mary Construction Company—East Approach Spans
The Mary Construction Company was organized on March 22, 1948, originally as the J.
W. Smith Construction Company. The Company was based in Cape Girardeau, Missouri,
and had three original shareholders: R. B. Potashnick, James A. Finch, acting as Trustee
for Mary Potashnick, and Juanita Ellzey. Included among the purposes of the J. W. Smith
Construction Company was to “to engage in construction work of every kind and
character, on its own account or under contract for others.”170
On July 1, 1948 the company changed names to the Mary Construction Company.171 In
1954 the Company increased the amount of stock that could be issued from 300 shares
(valued at $100 each) to 3000 shares (valued at $100 each).172 This increased the capitol
stock available to the Company from $30,000 to $300,000 allowing for expansion.
R. B. Potashnick continued as the principal investor and as registered agent for the
Company throughout the 1950s and early 1960s. In 1968 he was replaced as registered
agent by George Shelton, Junior.173
The Mary Construction Company remained in business throughout the late twentieth
century and into the twenty-first. The company was dissolved in 2008.174
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Maxwell Bridge Company—Bridge Deck and Rails
The Maxwell Bridge Company was incorporated in Columbus, Kansas on April 30, 1955.
The Company proposed to engage in general construction and contracting, building of
roads, streets and highways, railroads, bridges, waterways, dams, transmission lines,
drainage systems, and other public or private works. The first President of the Company
was Dale W. Maxwell. The first Directors included Maxwell, Dala Pearl (Secretary), C.
E. Maxwell (Treasurer) and C. E. Maxwell, Junior. The total capital of the Company was
$500,000, divided among 5,000 shares of common stock. In May 1955 the company
applied for authorization to conduct business in Missouri.175
The Company continued to do business in Missouri until 1961 when it filed for a
Certificate of Withdrawal, which was issued on April 19, 1961.176
M. R. Roberts Company—Painting
The M. R. Roberts Company was chartered in Illinois on June 8, 1954 with the purpose
of furnishing material and labor in painting and decorating contracting. The company
initially offered 250 shares of common stock and had three Directors: M. R. Roberts, who
served as President and Treasurer, Lillian Mundle who served as Secretary and Theodore
Johnson. In 1957 the Company applied for authority to transact business in Missouri as a
foreign corporation.177 The Company operated in Missouri until 1962, when the license
was forfeited due to the failure to file an annual report.178
Physical Description of Bridge L0561
The Blanchette Bridge is approximately 4,083 feet long and has 23 spans including six
steel beam simple spans, six steel girder simple spans, eight continuous steel plate girder
units, and three cantilever steel through truss spans (see Table 2 for individual span
length and type). The roadway is 59’ 8” wide and has five 11-foot traffic lanes and two 4-
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foot shoulders.179 The following bridge description is based on the accompanying plan
sheets for the bridge and the current bridge configuration.
Table 2: Blanchette Bridge span lengths and types. 180

Span
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Length
(in feet)
39
39
71
87
86
87
87
87
88
218

11

243

12

243

13

243

14

221

15
16
17
18

450
480
450
219

19

242

20

221

21
22
23

57
57
57

Span Type
Multiple steel beam simple span
Multiple steel beam simple span
Multiple steel beam simple span
Multiple steel beam continuous span
Multiple steel beam continuous span
Multiple steel beam continuous span
Multiple steel beam continuous span
Multiple steel beam continuous span
Multiple steel beam continuous span
Continuous steel plate girder unit comprised of 3 Main Girders with
a floor beam and stringer floor system
Continuous steel plate girder unit comprised of 3 Main Girders with
a floor beam and stringer floor system
Continuous steel plate girder unit comprised of 3 Main Girders with
a floor beam and stringer floor system
Continuous steel plate girder unit comprised of 3 Main Girders with
a floor beam and stringer floor system
Continuous steel plate girder unit comprised of 3 Main Girders with
a floor beam and stringer floor system
Cantilever Steel Through Truss
Cantilever Steel Through Truss
Cantilever Steel Through Truss
Continuous steel plate girder unit comprised of 3 Main Girders with
a floor beam and stringer floor system
Continuous steel plate girder unit comprised of 3 Main Girders with
a floor beam and stringer floor system
Continuous steel plate girder unit comprised of 3 Main Girders with
a floor beam and stringer floor system
Multiple steel beam simple span
Multiple steel beam simple span
Multiple steel beam simple span
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Substructure
The substructure of L0561 is composed of twenty-four steel-reinforced concrete
abutments, bents and piers. On the original bridge plans these are numbered from west to
east with abutment one on the St. Charles side of the River and abutment 24 on the St.
Louis County side of the river.181
Abutment 1 is 68’ wide, excluding the wing walls, has a tapering front face, and a back
wall of varying height. The bridge seat is 18” deep. The back wall of the wing walls is
11’ 11-1/4” long. Originally a curved end post and curb were located above the wing
walls.

Figure 14. Abutment 1, bents and piers under construction, September 1956.182

Bents 2, 3 and 4 are identical, varying only in the height and size of the shafts. The bents
have two footings that are either 11’ X 7’ or 12’ X 10 and 4’ deep. Atop each footing is a
shaft that rises from 16’5” to 45’ 8-5/8” to bent caps that are 10’ from top to bottom. The
bent caps cantilevers over the shafts are 62’ wide and 3’ 6” thick at the top.
Bents 5, 6 and 7 are nearly identical, varying in the size of the footings and shafts. Each
bent has two footings that range from 12’ X 10’ to 12’ X 15’. Shafts vary in height from
181
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52’ 11-1/8” to 59’ 8-1/2” to the bottom of the bent cap. The bent cap is identical to the
cap on bents 2, 3 and 4.
Bents 8 and 9 each have one footing varying from 12-15’ wide, 42’ long and 4’ deep.
Atop each footing is an oblong base that is either 18’ or 23’ 6” high and 12’ or 15’ wide.
The top edges of the base have an icebreaker treatment. Atop each base are two tapering
shafts that rise to the bent cap, either 50’ 3-5/8” or 50’ 11-1/8”. The bent cap is the same
as on the other bents.
Piers 10 and 11 each have one footing either 43’ X 15’ or 47’ X 19’. Atop each footing is
an oblong base set in 3’ 6” from each side of the footing and each 25’ high, and each base
has an icebreaker treatment on the top edges. Atop each base are two tapered shafts rising
42’ 3-3/8” and 38’ 11 7/8” to the pier cap. The pier cap is 52’ wide, 12’ high and 3’ thick.

Figure 15. Bents and Piers under construction. 183

Piers 12, 13, 14, 16 and 17 have footings varying between 47’ and 74’ wide, 19’ and 24’
thick and are of varying depths. In each footing are three shafts, from the sinking of the
caissons, which have been reinforced and filled. Atop each footing is an oblong base set
in 3’6” from the outside edge of the footing and of varying height between 25’ and 30’.
Each base has a crowned top and an icebreaker treatment on the edges. Two tapered
shafts rise from each base, varying in size, and rising between 20’ and 47’ 2-1/4” to pier
caps. The pier caps are 52’ wide; vary in depth between 12’ and 20’ and of varying
thickness.
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Piers 15 and 18 have footings that are 70’ wide and 21’ thick and varying depth. In each
footing are four shafts, from the sinking of the caissons, which have been reinforced and
filled. Atop each footing is an oblong base, which is set in from the outside edge of the
footing 3’ on each side, and which is 30’ high. Each base has a crowned top and an
icebreaker treatment on the edges. Two tapered shafts rise from each base varying
between 33’ 7-5/8” and 47’ 2-1/4” to the pier cap. The pier cap is 74’ wide, 16’ deep and
8’ 6” thick.
Piers 19, 20 and 21 have steel piles encased in a seal course underneath the footing. The
number of piles varies between 64 and 70 arranged in columns. The seal courses vary in
size between 45’ X 18’ and 38’ X 9’ 6”. Atop the seal course is a footing 4’ 6” deep, and
set in from the outside edge of the seal courses 1’ 6” on all sides. Two tapered shafts rise
from each footing, rising between 36’ 9-1/2” and 68’ to the bottom of the pier cap. The
pier cap is 52’ wide, 12’ deep and 5’ thick.
Bents 22 and 23 each steel piles encased in a seal course underneath the footing arranged
in three rows, there are 24 in bent 22 and 21 in bent 23. The seal courses are 36’ X 9’ and
35’ X 9’ and are 7’ 6” deep. Atop the seal course is a footing set in 1’ 6” from the outside
edge of the seal course, and 3’ 6” deep. Two tapered columns rise 43/ 10-1/2” and 38’ 3
3/8” from the footings to the bottom of the bent cap. The bent cap is 62’ wide, 10’ deep
and 3’ 9” thick.
Abutment 24 is 62’ wide, excluding the wing walls, has a tapering front face, and a back
wall of varying height. The bridge seat is 2’6” deep. The back wall of the wing walls is
11’ 11-1/4” long. Originally a curved end post and curb were located above the wing
walls.
At the bearing points atop each abutment, bent or pier are rocker expansion shoes. These
are either fixed or expandable, as shown on sheet 2 of the attached plans.
Multiple steel beam simple spans (Spans 1, 2, 3, 21, 22 and 23)
The simple beam spans are composed of nine steel lateral I-beams evenly spaced around
the centerline of the bridge. Regularly spaced are diaphragms or cross frames (see sheet
23 of the attached plans to see the location of the various designs of the diaphragms and
cross frames).
Diaphragm A is a transverse channel located at the top of the lateral beams and about ½
the depth of the lateral beam. There are gusset plates and angles connecting it to the
lateral beam. Cross frame B is composed of angles connected together by gusset plates to
form a shallow vee. The cross frame is the full depth of the lateral beam. Diaphragm C is
a transverse channel located at the bottom of the lateral beam, and is about ½ the depth of
the lateral beam. The diaphragm is connected to the lateral beam with gusset plates and
angles. Diaphragm D is a transverse channel located at the top of the lateral beams and
about ½ the depth of the lateral beam, and attached to the lateral beam with gusset plates
and angles. There are three angles, arranged vertically, spaced across the channel.
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Multiple steel beam continuous spans (Spans 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9)
Spans 4, 5 and 6 and spans 7, 8 and 9 are three span multiple steel beam continuous
spans. The continuous beam spans are composed of nine steel lateral I-beams evenly
spaced around the centerline of the bridge, and crossed by regularly spaced floor beams.
The I-beams are spliced with plates and rivets. Regularly spaced are diaphragms and
cross frames (see sheet 24 of the attached plans to see the locations).
Diaphragms A and C and cross frame B are the same design on the continuous span as
they are on the simple span as described above, and as shown on page 23 of the bridge
plans. Cross frame E is the same as cross frame B, except additional stiffener angles have
been added.
Continuous steel plate girder units (Spans 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 18, 19 and 20)
Spans 10-14 are four span continuous steel plate girder unit and spans 18-20 are three
span continuous steel plate girder unit. The girder spans are composed of three principal
lateral plate girders with intermediate stringers, and regularly spaced floor beams. (See
plan sheets 28 through 33 for details of the girder spans).
The girders vary in height from 9’ 0-1/2” at piers 10 and 21 to a height of 14’ 0-1/2” at
the haunches, where the girders meet the bearing devises. The girders are built up
members composed of a plate with regularly spaced intermediate stiffeners, which are
riveted angles. At the top of the plate are back to back riveted angles topped with a
continuous plate. Longitudinal stiffeners, formed by riveted angles, are located near the
top of the girder for most of the girder length, and near the haunches where the girder
expands to meet the bearing devises (see plan sheets 28 and 30 for the exact location of
the longitudinal stiffeners). At the haunches the girder is formed of four riveted angles
the length of the plate, and has four additional 7” long plates near the bottom of the plate,
all milled for a tight fit. At the end of the girders at piers 10 and 21 the end of the girder
is formed by four angles milled to bear at the bottom, with two additional plates, all
milled for a tight fit. The bottom of the girder is composed of back to back riveted angles
with a continuous plate.
At splice points, both field and shop, there are splice plates along the plate and the angles
on both sides of the built up girder and several layers of splice plates on the top and
bottom flanges of the girder (see plan sheet 31 for the splice configurations).
There are six intermediate stringers, two are cantilevered on the outside of the floor
beams and two are evenly spaced between each the outer and center girders. The
intermediate girders are spaced 7’ 1-1/2” on center, on either side of each girder. The
stringers are composed of I-beams. There are riveted plates at the splices, and where the
stringers connect to floor beams, brackets and other structural members.
The floor beams are spaced 24’ 3” apart, and are an integral part of the interior support
system of the girders. There are three types of floor beam systems used in the girder
spans, depending on where the unit is located in the span (see sheet 32 of the plans for
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floor beam cross sections). These floor beams have four distinct sections, with the lowest
support section changing depending on the location; the end floor beam is also different.
The components of the floor beams that are the same are the I-beams which have bracing
formed from two plates formed into angles and milled to bear top and bottom. These
angles are riveted to both sides of the beam underneath each of the intermediate stringers.
The I-beams are attached to the girders with riveted and welded angles. Above the Ibeam is a square web-plate with a triangular web plate joined to it with back to back
angles and welds. These two pieces are joined to the I-beam with welds and rivets. On the
outer edge of the triangular plate are back to back angles. Extending from the triangular
plate is a gusset plate with one angle extending to a gusset plate on the intermediate
stringer. These plate and angle components extend above the floor beam from each girder
to the intermediate stringers. Below the I-beam, at the girder, are square gusset plates
from which extend a single angle, which connect to bracing that is parallel to the floor
beam. The bracing configuration is different depending on the location of the component.
Extending out from the outside girders is a trapezoidal bracket connecting to the outside
intermediate stringer. The bracket is composed of a plate with a vertical stiffener and
with a flange plate welded around the outside edge. The bracket is connected to the girder
by a riveted plate. It is connected to the intermediate stringer by rivets through the flange
plate of the bracket.
At the intermediate floor beams, which are used in all parts of the girder spans that are
part of the 9’0-1/2” sections, the bracing is formed of a T angle with a rectangular gusset
plate riveted in the middle to which the angle bracing is also riveted. The T angle is
attached to the girders by triangular gusset plates riveted to the girder and the T.
The floor beams that are in the girders where they are widening into the haunch have
bracing formed by an I-beam attached to the girder by angles. A slope beveled plate with
flanges connects the bottom of the I-beam to the bottom of the girder. The angle bracing
is attached to the I-beam at angles riveted to the top flange of the I-beam.
The floor beams at the haunches, where they meet the bearing devices, have bracing that
is composed of two T angles with a web plate welded between them, strengthened with
six jacking stiffeners composed of two plates milled to bear at the top and bottom and
welded to the angles and the web plate, the T angles have plates on the top and bottom
flanges. This component is attached to the girders with riveted angles on the sides, and
riveted lateral connection plates on the top and bottom flanges. The cross bracing is
attached to the top of this component at a rectangular plate that is riveted to the top
flange. The angles between the floor beam and the bracing is different at these locations
as well. They are back to back angles with a plate in between them, all riveted together.
The end floor beam is composed of two stacked I-beams riveted together through their
flanges and riveted to the girders. The intermediate stringers attach to the upper of the
two I-beams at flange plates with rivets. Between the intermediate stringers and the
girders are three sets of vertical stiffeners formed of two welded plates milled to bear at
top and bottom. On the lower of the two I-beams are two jacking stiffeners formed of two
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back to back angles riveted to the web plate. Directly underneath the intermediate stringer
is a single angle riveted to the web plate. At the bottom of the girder, parallel to the Ibeams is a cross brace comprised of an angle, which is attached to the girder by triangular
gusset plates. Descending from the outer junction of the I-beams and the girders to the
center of the cross bracing are angles, which connect with the bracing angle at a
rectangular gusset plate.
The upper and lower lateral cross bracing is formed by angles attached to the girders and
at connecting points by gusset plates. The bracing plan is on sheet 28 of the bridge plans,
and generally the bracing runs from the outside girder to the center girder forming a
crossed “x” pattern.
The fixed bearing plate for spans 10-14 is located on pier 11; the remaining bearings are
expansion rocker bearings (piers 10, 12, 13, 14 and 15). The fixed bearing plate for spans
18-20 is located on pier 20; the remaining bearings are expansion rocker bearings (piers
18, 19 and 21).
Cantilever steel through truss (Spans 15, 16 and 17)
The steel truss spans are cantilever through truss spans that have a Warren web with
verticals and a polygonal top chord. The spans are symmetrical around the center of the
bridge and have two suspended sections (the first ten panels on each end), two
cantilevered sections (the five panels between the suspended span and the point of the
polygonal top chord), and an anchor arm (the sixteen panels between the two points of
the polygonal top chord) (she sheet 34 for details of the truss configuration). Spans 15
and 17 each have 15 panels (a suspended and cantilever section) and span 16 has 16
panels (the anchor arm), the panels are each 30 feet wide. The through truss is shown on
plan sheets 34 through 53.
Suspended sections of spans 15 and 17
The bottom chord is a built up member comprised of angles with perforated plates on the
top and bottom, forming a voided member.
There are nine stringers, which are I-beams spaced 7’ 1-1/2” apart, on-center. The floor
beams are built up members comprised of 2 T angles with a web plate welded between
them, the flanges of the T angles have cover plates welded to them on the top and bottom
of the built up member. There are two kinds of stiffeners added to the member. Under
each stringer is a stiffener made of two plates welded together and welded to the member,
another plate is welded to the side of these, below the stringer. Additional stiffeners are
located between each stringer; it is formed by a plate welded to the member. Floor beams
are located at each vertical in the truss. Between each floor beam is a diaphragm
consisting of a channel, which is attached to the stringers at each end with welds and
riveted plates. The bottom lateral bracing is formed by bars connected to the outside and
center of the floor beams by gusset plates, the lateral bracing forms an “X” pattern across
two floor beams. Each bar of the bottom lateral bracing is attached to one of the channels
between the stringers by an angle, which is attached to the channel by a riveted gusset
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plate and the bar by rivets. The flooring system of the truss span is shown in detail on
sheet 42 of the plans.
At the junction of the inclined end post and the bottom chord is a short vertical built up
member, a bearing post. This member is the depth of the floor beam. It is a built up
member composed of four angles covered with perforated plated riveted to the angles.
The inclined end post is a built up member composed of four angles with solid plates on
the top and sides and a perforated bottom plate. The inclined end post, the bearing post,
and the bottom chord are connected with large gusset plates, which cover the exterior of
each of the members. The top of the connection is covered with a plate that connects
from the top of the inclined end post, across the void of the connection (attached by a
riveted angle) between that and the bearing post, to the top of the bearing post.
The hip vertical (designated 1 on the plan sheets) and verticals in the suspended sections
(verticals 3, 5, 7 and 9 on the plan sheets) are perforated plates with back to back angles
riveted together on both sides, and are attached to the top chord at a large gusset plate,
and to the bottom chord and floor beam by gusset plates. The other verticals in the
suspended section (2, 4, 6, and 8) are built up members composed of two channels
connected by two perforated plates, forming a voided member. The verticals are attached
to the top chord by a small gusset plate and to the bottom chord and floor beam by large
gusset plates. The diagonals are composed of two channels with perforated plates on the
top and bottom.
The portal bracing top strut is a pentagon shape composed of four angles, two perforated
side plates, and solid plates on the top and bottom that have been bent to form a “v”
shape (see the detail on sheet 34 for the shape). The sway bracing in the suspended
sections are composed of built up top and bottom struts with I-beam bracing. The bottom
struts have a parabolic curve on the bottom and have an arched gusset plate knee brace
bracket. The members are composed of four angles with solid plates on the sides and
perforated plates on the top and bottom. There are diaphragm plates riveted to all four
surfaces inside the strut at two locations on each end. The strut is attached to the inclined
end post at the gusset plate with several rows of rivets. The top strut is composed of four
angles with solid cover plates on the sides and perforated plates on the top and bottom.
Diaphragm plates are riveted to all four surfaces of the inside of the strut between each
perforation, about four feet apart. The top strut is attached to the inclined end post and the
top chord by gusset plates with several rows of rivets. The bracing between the struts is
composed of I-beams which form two “X” lattice patterns. The two I-beams from the
bottom strut at the inclined end post to the center of the top strut are continuous. Two
short I-beams are joined at the center of the long I-beam at a rectangular gusset plate. Top
struts are built up members comprised of two channels connected by two solid cover
plates. Sway braces alternate with top struts throughout the suspended span. See plan
sheets 34 and 45 for details of the portals, sway bracing and upper laterals.
The top chord of the suspended spans is composed of built up members. These members
are formed from four angles connected with perforated plates on the top and bottom and
with solid plates on the side. The top chord is riveted to the diagonals and verticals, and
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the struts with gusset plates. There are four pairs of top lateral bracing formed from Ibeams on the suspended spans. The top lateral bracing forms an “X” over two panels with
the center crossing over the middle of the sway bracing on the intermediate panel (the
plan for the top lateral bracing is shown on plan sheet 34). The I-beams are joined
together at a large gusset plate, which is connected to the sway bracing; they are also
connected to their verticals and the top chord with gusset plates.
The suspended spans are attached to the cantilever arms at laterals 10. There are four pin
plates near the upper and bottom chord connections riveted to gusset plates. The vertical
pins are 10-1/2” diameter and the pins on the top and bottom chord are 5” diameter.
There are large riveted diaphragms covering the pin connections, and slots for the
expansion and sway of the suspended span.
There is a wind transfer devises located at lateral 10 on each suspended arm. The
expansion devises are riveted to the floor beam. The expansion devise is comprised of
riveted plates, with diaphragms, with a 6-1/4 X 8” slot in the center plate. A bronze
bearing plate is positioned over the slot with riveted batten plates on each side. I-beams
extend between laterals 9 and 10 to provide support for the devise in a tight “V”, the
flanges of the beams are riveted to gusset plates at the lower lateral intersection and the
wind transfer devise. The hanger for the wind transfer devise is a polygonal plate with
diaphragms, supported from lateral 11 by two I-beams, riveted to the bottom chord gusset
plates and the wind transfer devise through the flanges. A plate wide enough to cover the
bearing groove extends in front of the hole for the pin. The pin is a 6” diameter carbon
steel pin with welded nuts. The I-beam supports are attached to angle hangers, which are
attached to the stringers in the flooring system. Plans sheets 34 and 51 detail the wind
transfer system.
Cantilever arm sections of spans 15 and 17
The bottom chord of the cantilever arm, between laterals 10 and 13 is composed of four
angles and perforated cover plates on the top and bottom and solid cover plates on the
sides. The chord dimension is slightly larger than in the suspended arm. The bottom
chord between laterals 13 and 15 is a built up member comprised of four angles with two
stacked perforated cover plates on the top and bottom, and two stacked solid cover plated
on the sides. The plates and angles are all riveted, and connect to the verticals, diagonals
and the bottom laterals at riveted gusset plates. Truss details for the cantilever section of
the span are found on pages 38 of the plan sheets.
There are nine stringers, which are I-beams spaced 7’ 1-1/2” apart, on-center. The floor
beams are built up members comprised of 2 T angles with a web plate welded between
them, the flanges of the T angles have cover plates welded to them on the top and bottom
of the built up member. There are two kinds of stiffeners added to the member. Under
each stringer is a stiffener made of two plates welded together and welded to the member,
another plate is welded to the side of these, below the stringer. Additional stiffeners are
located between each stringer; it is formed by a plate welded to the member. Floor beams
are located at each vertical in the truss. Between each floor beam is a diaphragm
consisting of a channel, which is attached to the stringers at each end with welds and
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riveted plates. The lower lateral braces are comprised of angles, which form an “X”
pattern across two panels, and are connected at the intersection at a gusset plate. In
addition, in the last panel of the cantilever arm there is a lower lateral bracing, consisting
of an I-beam, running from the center of the floor beam under lateral 14 to the center of
the floor beam under lateral 15. There are hangers for each brace, the hangers are formed
from angles riveted to the stringers and attached to the braces by rivets.
There are three types of verticals in the cantilever arm of spans 15 and 17 (see plan sheets
38 and 39 for details). Laterals 10, 11, 13 and 14 are built up members composed of two
channels connected by perforated plates. Lateral 12 is composed of two back to back bulb
angles welded and riveted to each end of a perforated plate. Lateral 15 is a built up
member comprised of four angles, two solid plates on the front and back, and one
perforated plate on each side.
The diagonals between laterals 12 and 14 are built up members comprised of four angles
connected by two perforated plates and two solid plates. The diagonal between laterals 11
and 12 and the diagonal between laterals 14 and 15 are built up members comprised of
four angles with two perforated plates on the sides and two solid plates each on the front
and back.
The top chord between laterals 11 and 12 is a built up member composed of four angles
with perforated plates on the top and bottom and solid plates on the sides. The top chord
between laterals 12 through 15 are built up members composed of four angles with
perforated plates each on the top and bottom and two solid plates on each side. The top
chord is expanding in the cantilever arm, peaking at lateral 15. There are top struts, as
described in the suspended arm section at laterals 10 and 12, and sway bracing, as
described in the suspended arm section, at laterals 11 and 13, the sway frame bracing
expands from 21’ 3” to 33’ 3” between these panels, while the bottom strut remains 27’
9” above the lower chord. The bottom strut on the sway bracing at lateral 14 is the same
as the other portal sway bracing. The cross bracing is two “X” formed by I-beams. The
beams extending from the bottom strut to the center of the top strut are continuous, and
the intersecting cross braces are joined at a gusset plate. The top strut has six surfaces—
the bottom two surfaces are an angle that is set to form a concave surface. Two angles
join perforated plates to the bottom angle; two additional angles join solid top cover
plates, with an angle at the seam (or ridge) line. These sway frames are 44’ 3” from the
top of the bottom strut to the center of the top strut. Sway frame 15 is similar to all those
described above, except the diagonals are formed from two T angles butt welded
together, and the top strut. The top strut is formed from two solid plates on the top and
bottom—both are bent to form two sided pieces, which are joined by angles to two
perforated side plates, the sway frame is 50’ 3” tall at this lateral. For details of the sway
bracing see plan sheets 34, 43, 44 and 46. The upper lateral bracing is formed of two T
angles butt welded together with one solid plate, the bracing forms an “X” across two
panels, meeting at the center of the intermediate panel at a gusset plate on the top strut.
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Anchor arm section—span 16
The anchor arm is the span between the two peaks of the polygonal top chord, and is
symmetrical around the center of the span. The description below will describe the
anchor arm from one end to the center of the span.
The bottom chord in the first four panels is a built up member composed of four angles
with two solid plates riveted to the sides of the angles and one solid plate riveted to the
plates between the angles. The top and bottom of the unit are covered with perforated
cover plates.
The bottom chord in the remaining panels is a built up member composed of four angles
with two solid plates riveted to each side and a perforated cover plate on the top and
bottom.
There are nine stringers, which are I-beams spaced 7’ 1-1/2” apart, on-center. The floor
beams are built up members comprised of 2 T angles with a web plate welded between
them, the flanges of the T angles have cover plates welded to them on the top and bottom
of the built up member. There are two kinds of stiffeners added to the member. Under
each stringer is a stiffener made of two plates welded together and welded to the member,
another plate is welded to the side of these, below the stringer. Additional stiffeners are
located between each stringer; it is formed by a plate welded to the member. Floor beams
are located at each vertical in the truss. Between each floor beam is a diaphragm
consisting of a channel, which is attached to the stringers at each end with welds and
riveted plates.
Bottom lateral bracing is formed by T angles forming an “X” pattern across two panels;
they are joined at a gusset plate at the center of the intermediate floor beam where they
meet.
There are two kinds of verticals in the anchor arm. One is a built up member composed of
two channels connected by two perforated cover plates. The other is a built up member
composed of a perforated plate with paired back to back bulb angles riveted to each end.
There are two types of diagonals used in the anchor arm. One is a built up member
composed of four angles with two solid plates and two perforated cover plates. The other
is a built up member composed of two channels connected with perforated cover plates.
The upper chord, in the first four panels, is a built up member composed of four angles
with two solid plates riveted to two sides of the angles with one solid plate riveted inside
the angles. Perforated cover plates are riveted to the top and bottom. In the remaining
panels the top chord is a built up member comprised of four angles with two solid plates
riveted to each side and perforated cover plates riveted to the top and bottom.
The portals in the first panels of the anchor arm are identical to the portals in the
cantilever arm. They have a lower strut consisting of four angles with solid side plates
and perforated cover plates. The sway bracing is a pattern of two “X” shapes formed by
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I-beams joined at the intersection with gusset plates. The top portal strut is polygonal,
with the bottom formed by an angle, two perforated plates connected to the bottom angle
with angles, and two cover plates joined to the perforated plates by angles and connected
at the top by an angle. The height of the portal bracing is 44’4” at this location. Sheets 34
and 46 of the bridge plans detail the portal bracing.
The remainder of the bracing through the anchor arm alternates between a sway frame
identical to that found in the cantilever arm and a strut. The sway frames are formed from
a bottom strut composed of two channels on the sides and cover plates on the top and
bottom, a top strut composed of two channels on the top and bottom with cover plates on
the sides; I-beams form cross bracing between the struts, forming a pair of “X”. One Ibeam runs between the outside edge of the bottom strut to the center of the top strut, two
short I-beams run from the outside edge of the top strut and the inside center of the
bottom strut to meet the long I-beam, where they are joined at a gusset plate.
Deck
The bridge deck and expansion joints were replaced in 1997. The existing deck is a
concrete cast in place surface with a steel grid reinforcement system.
The bridge has three types of expansion joints: strip seals, finger joints and modular
joints, with strip seals being the more common and modular joints being least common.

Figure 16. The bridge deck shortly after completion, showing the original rail and center curb. 184

184

Missouri Department of Transportation. Negative 1829-001. October 1958. Missouri Department of
Transportation Collection, Missouri State Archives, Jefferson City, Missouri.
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Modifications
The original project plans are printed and included in this report. The compact discs
containing the archival photographs also contains a .pdf file with project plans which
include the original plans, as built plans and the plans for the rehabilitations. The .pdf file
has been bookmarked allowing for easy navigation.
The bridge originally had a 6-1/2” concrete slab deck with a 4” high and 4’ wide median
separating directional traffic, and 10” curbs. It also had safety sidewalks that were 2’ 61/2” wide and two aluminum tubular railings on each side on a concrete parapet. The
concrete deck had finger plate expansion joints. In 1972 the bridge was redecked with 11/2” asphaltic concrete.
In 1979 the bridge underwent major rehabilitation following the construction of the
companion bridge. The bridge would now serve one-way traffic. The rehabilitation
included repairing piers and bents, removing and replacing the existing deck, replacing
deck expansion joints, installing two service walkways, replacing the bridge railings and
painting the bridge.
The service walkway was installed between piers 15 and 18 and was centered under
girder 2. The 10’ 8-1/4” wide walkway was connected to the floor beams by back to back
angles and has a grated floor, a balustrade of angles spaced 2’ 1” apart with an angle
handrail and an intermediate bar. A handrail and bar cage was also constructed on the
piers for access to pier lights.
The existing drains on the bridge were replaced with 8” metal pipe and drains. Drains
were replaced on bent 4.
The median on the bridge deck and the safety sidewalks were removed and the bridge
deck resurfaced with a uniform 1-1/4” wearing surface (the new companion bridge had
opened, and the bridge would now carry one way traffic).
The electrical system on the bridge was replaced, although the navigation lights were
used in place. The original electrical system had used the bridge as a ground, the new
system was placed in conduits which were clamped or welded to the bridge.
The rail posts and rails were also replaced. The new rail system called for a single
aluminum tube rail to be set in a slightly curved post.
In 1986 the expansion devises in the road and the drain inlets were replaced.
In 1994/1995 the bridge piers and bents underwent a seismic retrofit. At each bearing
devise the bearing span had some rivets replaced and stiffeners added to the beams and
girders. The bents and piers were also stiffened through the introduction of additional
rods and epoxies.
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In 1997 the bridge underwent repairs to replace missing or loose bolts and rivets, repair
overstressed stringers, and fix spalling of piers and bents. In addition strip seal and finger
plate expansion devises were replaced.
Photographic Methods and Processing
The archival photographs accompanying this documentation were taken and processed
according to the standards for photographs accompanying National Register of Historic
Places (NRHP) documentation.185 Randall Dawdy took photographs on February 16 and
December 8, 2011 using a Canon G10 digital camera. Images were captured in a raw
(nef) format, which was manipulated for light contrast before being converted to a tagged
image file format (.tiff) and printed. Images were numbered according to the NRHP
Photographic Imaging Policy186 and burned onto a Delkin Archival Gold compact disc,
which was provided to the SHPO along with this report.
Prints were made on Epson Premium Glossy Photo Paper and used Epson Matte Black
Ultra Chrome K3 Ink, both identified as “best” practices by the NRHP photo policy, and
which Epson identifies as having 85-year permanence under glass.187 Kept in archival
conditions the materials will exceed the 75 year permanence standard for the NRHP,
which is the standard being used for this project.
A copy of the photographs and .tiff images on an archival compact disc will also be
maintained by the MoDOT Historic Preservation Section.
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National Park Service. “Proposed Updated Photographic Policy National Register of Historic Places.”
Downloaded 8 June 2008 from: www.nps.gov/history/nr/policyexpansion.html.
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Ibid.
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Ibid. Draft of a Proposed New National Register Photographic Imaging Policy.” Downloaded 26 March
2009 from: www.nps.gov/history/nr/policyexpansion.html. Epson. “Permanence ratings from Wilhelm
Imaging Research.” Downloaded 30 April 2009 from www.epson.com/pdf/LightfastCPD_15334R2.pdf.
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Dedication of Bridge
Governor Long, Members of the State Cabinet, Legislators of House and Senate,
Mr. Whitton, Officials of the Missouri State Highway Commission, Mayor Vogt,
Aldermen of the City, Members of the Chamber of Commerce, distinguished visitors and
friends:
We dedicate today a great bridge, on a great highway, spanning a great river, in a
great State and a great City, for the service of a great people.
Rivers—and especially the Missouri River, the longest and most uncontrollable in
America and, with the Mississippi, the longest in the world—have been for time
immemorial impassible barriers which interrupted commerce, delayed traffic, impeded
progress, devastated cities, and divided peoples.
It follows that bridges are an index of civilization. Seeking a way to pass chasms
too deep to climb or rivers too wide and too swift to swim, the story of bridge building is
a forward-looking chapter in the history of mankind.
The tide of empire has been westward. More than 2000 years ago 25,000 men in
China labored 18 years to build a stone bridge. At Smyrna in Asia Minor there is a stone
bridge across the Meles River which was used by Homer, the Father of History, in his
boyhood, and 850 years later, by the Apostle Paul on his Divinely appointed mission to
establish the Christian Church. But today we build in America, the mightiest, the
strongest, the most serviceable bridges the world has yet seen—as is demonstrated here
this afternoon in the year 1958.
The first highways were military highways. The Appian Way through the Roman
Empire was built to facilitate the movement of Caesar’s armies. Hitler’s autobahn was
built primarily to transport German troops and military supplies from one side of the
Empire to the other.
An so, the first bridges, likewise, were military in character and were protected by
strong towers at either end from which the defenders repulsed the attacks of enemies
seeking to use the highways to invade the homeland.
The longest bridge of ancient times was thrown across the Hellespont and across
it the Persians marched two million men to conquer Greece. In our own history, the
struggle for American independence began on a bridge—the “Old North Bridge” on
which the embattled farmer stood and from which he “fired the shot heard round the
world”.
But the bridges of today are the products and instrumentalities of peace and
progress. They are erected in response to economic and commercial needs and
requirements and to promote the interchange of commerce, commodities, ideas, culture
and industrial prosperity.
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They influence communities more directly, more permanently and more
profoundly than any other industrial development. The Eads Bridge determined once and
for all the primacy of St. Louis among Mississippi River cities. It became immediately
the focal rail and highway crossing of the Mississippi Valley. It directed to St. Louis the
migratory routes of the nation and centered there plants and factories, trade, financial and
industrial networks which could have been brought together so effectively in no other
way.
In like manner this vast and dominating structure, which we open today to the
traffic of the world, brings to this area, unerringly and inevitably, world note and world
commerce which will grow and multiply with the passage of the years. St. Charles is no
longer provincial. It is national. It is henceforth an integral part of a transcontinental
system which reaches into every desirable avenue of thought and enterprise in the nation.
And there lies just ahead such a period of expansion and development as it has never
before witnessed or dreamed of.
It is gratifying to note, incidentally, that this bridge joins and consolidates east
and west highways into one great thoroughfare to be known as the Mark Twain
Expressway. That name is characteristically and distinctively Missourian.
In earlier days when I went East and they learned I was from Missouri, they
invariable asked me about the James boys. That was not so good. In later years they
always asked me about Mark Twain. You know more copies of his books are sold today
than during his lifetime.
But today when they learn I am a Missourian, they ask about our Senator
Symington.
And with him, and over this great Expressway, we drive ahead into a greater and
better future.
But this bridge is not a mere physical structure of steel and concrete, a mere
matter of money and blueprints and faultless engineering. It is wrought of the dreams of
men. It not only marks the highest attainment of science and mechanics, it is a poem
stretched across a river, a symphony in metal and stone, the mystical union of strength
and beauty.
It is a symbol of friendship. It brings strangers who leave as friends. It beckons us.
It welcomes us. It offers safe conduct to the other side. And in retrospect, it wished us
Godspeed.
And so we dedicate this bridge. With uplifted hearts and reverent faith and pride
of accomplishment, we dedicate this bridge, as enduring as the pyramids, to enduring
friendship with all who come this way. We dedicate this bridge to the promotion of
commerce and industry, to the maintenance of safe and swift transportation, to the
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increased prosperity and happiness of every citizen of the State and City—and to the
welfare and advancement of all mankind.
And we here, now and forever, consecrate it as an imperishable heritage to the
service of generations yet to come.

Figure 17. Part of the crowd at the dedication ceremony. 188

188

Missouri Department of Transportation. Negative 1776-004, 16 August 1958. Missouri Department of
Transportation Collection, Missouri State Archives, Jefferson City, Missouri.
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Appendix B
Photo Index and Photo Plates

Blanchette Bridge at St. Charles (Bridge No. L0561)
Westbound I-70 Bridge over the Missouri River
St. Charles and St. Louis Counties, Missouri
Photographer: Randall Dawdy, Missouri Department of Transportation
Dates: February 16 and December 8, 2011
Location of Digital Images: Missouri State Historic Preservation Office
Photo Index:
#1 of 45. Bridge L0561. West approach spans. View to southeast.
#2 of 45. Bridge L0561. West approach spans. View to southeast.
#3 of 45. Bridge L0561. West approach spans. View to northeast.
#4 of 45. Bridge L0561. West end. View to east.
#5 of 45. Bridge L0561. West bents. View to northeast.
#6 of 45. Bridge L0561. Piers 10 through 13. View to northwest.
#7 of 45. Bridge L0561. Pier 14. View to west.
#8 of 45. Bridge L0561. Details at Pier 14. View to northwest.
#9 of 45. Bridge L0561. Span 14 sub-deck. View to west.
#10 of 45. Bridge L0561. Pier 15. View to southwest.
#11 of 45. Bridge L0561. Details at Pier 15. View to north.
#12 of 45. Bridge L0561. Span 15 sub-deck. View to northeast.
#13 of 45. Bridge L0561. Spans 15 through 17. View to northeast.
#14 of 45. Bridge L0561. Main span sub-decks. View to northeast.
#15 of 45. Bridge L0561. Spans 15 through 17. View to southeast.
#16 of 45. Bridge L0561. North side. View to southeast.
#17 of 45. Bridge L0561. East end. View to west.
#18 of 45. Bridge L0561. East end. View to west.

#19 of 45. Bridge L0561. South side. View to northwest.
#20 of 45. Bridge L0561. South side. View to northwest.
#21 of 45. Bridge L0561. East end. View to west.
#22 of 45. Bridge L0561. East end. View to west.
#23 of 45. Bridge L0561. South side. View to northwest.
#24 of 45. Bridge L0561. East approach spans. View to northeast.
#25 of 45. Bridge L0561. East approach spans. View to northeast.
#26 of 45. Bridge L0561. Details at Pier 21. View to north.
#27 of 45. Bridge L0561. Pier 20. View to northeast.
#28 of 45. Bridge L0561. Pier 19. View to east.
#29 of 45. Bridge L0561. Pier 18. View to west.
#30 of 45. Bridge L0561. Pier 18. View to north.
#31 of 45. Bridge L0561. Details at Pier 18. View to north.
#32 of 45. Bridge L0561. Details at Pier 18. View to northwest.
#33 of 45. Bridge L0561. Spans 17 sub-deck. View to northwest.
#34 of 45. Bridge L0561. Pier 17. View to west.
#35 of 45. Bridge L0561. Main span sub-decks. View to west.
#36 of 45. Bridge L0561. North side. View to south.
#37 of 45. Bridge L0561. North side at Pier 18. View to south.
#38 of 45. Bridge L0561. North side at Span 17. View to south.
#39 of 45. Bridge L0561. North side at Span 17. View to south.
#40 of 45. Bridge L0561. North side at Pier 17. View to south.
#41 of 45. Bridge L0561. North side at Pier 17. View to south.

#42 of 45. Bridge L0561. North side at Span 16. View to south.
#43 of 45. Bridge L0561. North side at Span 15. View to south.
#44 of 45. Bridge L0561. North side at Pier 16. View to south.
#45 of 45. Bridge L0561. North side at Pier 16. View to south.

#1 of 45. Bridge L0561. West approach spans. View to southeast.

#2 of 45. Bridge L0561. West approach spans. View to southeast.

#3 of 45. Bridge L0561. West approach spans. View to northeast.

#4 of 45. Bridge L0561. West end. View to east.

#5 of 45. Bridge L0561. West bents. View to northeast.

#6 of 45. Bridge L0561. Piers 10 through 13. View to northwest.

#7 of 45. Bridge L0561. Pier 14. View to west.

#8 of 45. Bridge L0561. Details at Pier 14. View to northwest.

#9 of 45. Bridge L0561. Span 14 sub-deck. View to west.

#10 of 45. Bridge L0561. Pier 15. View to southwest.

#11 of 45. Bridge L0561. Details at Pier 15. View to north.

#12 of 45. Bridge L0561. Span 15 sub-deck. View to northeast.

#13 of 45. Bridge L0561. Spans 15 through 17. View to northeast.

#14 of 45. Bridge L0561. Main span sub-decks. View to northeast.

#15 of 45. Bridge L0561. Spans 15 through 17. View to southeast.

#16 of 45. Bridge L0561. North side. View to southeast.

#17 of 45. Bridge L0561. East end. View to west.

#18 of 45. Bridge L0561. East end. View to west.

#19 of 45. Bridge L0561. South side. View to northwest.

#20 of 45. Bridge L0561. South side. View to northwest.

#21 of 45. Bridge L0561. East end. View to west.

#22 of 45. Bridge L0561. East end. View to west.

#23 of 45. Bridge L0561. South side. View to northwest.

#24 of 45. Bridge L0561. East approach spans. View to northeast.

#25 of 45. Bridge L0561. East approach spans. View to northeast.

#26 of 45. Bridge L0561. Details at Pier 21. View to north.

#27 of 45. Bridge L0561. Pier 20. View to northeast.

#28 of 45. Bridge L0561. Pier 19. View to east.

#29 of 45. Bridge L0561. Pier 18. View to west.

#30 of 45. Bridge L0561. Pier 18. View to north.

#31 of 45. Bridge L0561. Details at Pier 18. View to north.

#32 of 45. Bridge L0561. Details at Pier 18. View to northwest.

#33 of 45. Bridge L0561. Spans 17 sub-deck. View to northwest.

#34 of 45. Bridge L0561. Pier 17. View to west.

#35 of 45. Bridge L0561. Main span sub-decks. View to west.

#36 of 45. Bridge L0561. North side. View to south.

#37 of 45. Bridge L0561. North side at Pier 18. View to south.

#38 of 45. Bridge L0561. North side at Span 17. View to south.

#39 of 45. Bridge L0561. North side at Span 17. View to south.

#40 of 45. Bridge L0561. North side at Pier 17. View to south.

#41 of 45. Bridge L0561. North side at Pier 17. View to south.

#42 of 45. Bridge L0561. North side at Span 16. View to south.

#43 of 45. Bridge L0561. North side at Span 15. View to south.

#44 of 45. Bridge L0561. North side at Pier 16. View to south.

#45 of 45. Bridge L0561. North side at Pier 16. View to south.
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